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THE DAY IN CONGRESS
SENATE.
Convened at 11 a. in.
Senator McCumber introduced bill
to repeal newspaper publicity law.
Message read from President Taft,
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reviewing American foreign relations,
urging that the fundamental foreign
policies of the nation be razed above
the conflict of partisanship.
Robert Dollar, of San Francisco,
recommended changes in seamen's involuntary servitude testifying before
commerce sub committee.
Wiiiiam P. Jackson, or .Maryland
and Kirtland I. Perky, of Idaho, were
sworn in as members.
Senator Penrose introduced bill for
oik- - cent letter postage.
Senator McCumber introduced bill
,
;to pension former presidents as com-mamler-in-obi- t
f of the army at $in,-00annually and ?5.n:itl for former
president's widows,
At 12:3u p. in. the trial of .Bulge
Koli: rt W. Archbold on articles, of im-- i
l
began. .ft.-- adopting
peach m-orders for meeting at. 2 p. m.
daily, the court recessed until 2 p. m.
Chairman Crawford of claims
gave notic-- he would as!; for
consideration of omnibus claims bill
Wednesday.
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of eiKlit years had what they called ringworm
on his sliouldcrand the back ol'liis neck. It
started In a mall pimplo liko a blister and
kept petting larger till It was the. size of a
dollar. One place was as largo as threo silver
dollars. They wero round and a mass of
watery bliv'.ers. Wherever tha water would
touch it v u .ld cause another blister, com1
mencing anoi her sore and so on. 1 was very
red and a n y and would itch and burn bo
badly that i.o could not sleep or in fact sit
Mill at tun ' '. Ho would cry when I would
touch it. Y.'I'on ho would rub or scratch it.
His
!c liko
chopped meat.
It would
clothing Irrin led It.
"I tried r any remedies, but it kept on
spreading an! itching. This was all beforo
I used Cuticura Koap and Ointment on it.
After the Mr,'. reatnient with Cuticura Soap
and Ointmu.: ho was much relieved, and
they cured hh.i in one month.
"My husband is a plumber and bis hands
get scratched and cut which means sores if
not treated, so ho washes with Cuticura
Soap and puts Cuticura Ointment on his
hands eve-- y night and that keeps them
fine."
(Signed) Mrs. Harry West, April

ap--

Wil--

1912.

THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
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Selection
while our stock is complete in a sizes. We
in
will take pleasure
AtdKe

interview with Senator
M. Curtis,!
under your eyes; your lips
Borah, given to Mr.
of the
parched. Xo wonder you feel 'ugly, Washington correspondent
Your system Kpcord .Herald, dealing with the plans
mean and
!
is full of bile not properly passed off,,
of the republi
th
and what you need ih a cleaning up can party:
inside. Don't continue being a bilious
"I do not see much in the way of!
nuisance to yourself and those who encouragement," said Senator Borah
Santa Fr. Teleohone No. 40.
love von. and don't resort, to harsh today, "in certain suggested plans for:
WITH ALL CASH PURCHASES WE GIVE REGISTER TICKETS
physics that irritate and injure.
reorganization. They do not reach the
that most disorders of the difficulty.
1
do not believe we can
stomach, liver and intestines can be expect a great deal in the way of re-- j
nu
vivul of power until we submit to the
quickly cured oy morning
tie, thorough uaseareis iney
people a definite and comprehensive
box from
while you sleep. A
policy in regard to the great problems
your druggist wil keep your liver and of today.
sweet and
bowels clean; stomach
"The people are in advance or their1
your head clear for months. Children leaders; the generals are bringing up
leve to take Cascarets, because they the rear.
may
Political machines
taste good and never gripe or sicken. thrive for a time and to a remarkable,
degree through the power of organization and the inlluence of patronage,
NOVEMBER WAS
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
lint a
party must be uuilt up 0, V.H2.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura OintFINE MONTH upon a great
great
principle and In a great ment
and
&
bulk
in
seeds
field
CiOc.
are sold throughout tbo world.
packages
AIFaLFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden
unites
and
cause a cause which
Libera! sample of each mailed Tree, with:i2-)- .
d
"Cuticura,
November, UU2, was a wonderful welds the thousands whose unselfish Skin Hoi.',. Address
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Section D- purpose it is to achieve something! Dept. T, Koston."
month for Santa Keans.
men should use Cmlcura
irector l.inney of the weather bureau, for the general good. A political party!
25c. Sample free.
has issued a report which shows that is never formidable and dominant un-- ; Soap Shaving Stick,
in the past month 21 or the :! days til its lank and tile are aroused
Phone Black were
ir.s under a regime it ari.i.'ici'.l values.
clear; S were partly cloudy and through the influence of some theme
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in the true sense of the
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only one cloudy. Ho for the Sunshine which is worthy of their time and Competition
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State and the City of the Open (late! worthy of sacrifice.
equals, is as inefficient and powerless
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more
which
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questions
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POTOMAC WATER
effect and benefits of competition
SOON TO BE TESTED all be in the quagmire and broken intofactions and this condition will pre- never reach him. And it all tins ef
vail in all parties. Perhaps it is too fort to regulate and controller destroy
Washington, Dec. 3. Sherman Al- (soon to
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until
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condition
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lawyers, with no actual result
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of crime? Why do we permit one corTaoa at 7 p. m.
It has never since overcome either its
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other
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The Original

of Watery Blisters. Itched and
Burned Badly. Could Not Sleep.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment
Cured in One Month.

INTER-
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"YOU CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"

And Back of Neck, Round and Mass

FROM

.

n

e

i

CONDITIONS.

LED

i nitr Yp bilious, you have a throb
bing sensation in your head, a bad
taste in your mouth, your eyes burn,
your skin is yellow with dark riiiBS

SENATOR

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

SAMA FE NEW MEXICAN
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Demonstrating to you
to be had
in Purchasing a Coles.

the advantages

7..Vi,:i

'T'"

BUY A COLES HEATER

YOU'LL BE GLAD

AND

FOR HARD COAL

Mica doors are extra larie lined in recessed grooves, perfect fit.
For those who enjoy the (Mowing buy
the "Kadiant".

WOOD DAVIS
--

Phone 14.

If

FOR SOFT COAL
Coles original down draft. This is the
stove for Hie home, the oflice ai.il all
public places, it requires little or no
ut teniion and is known to he the iuo-"- ,
servicahle and economical of all stoves.

HARDWARE COMPANY.

Its Hardware We Have It.

Phone

14.

post-car-

LEO HERSCH

1

osal

LIGHT

IS

IN

!

con-wer- e

'

-

-

be amazed

"'

SAWED WOOD

DAWSON COAL

.

Ci

v

OP CRICHTON."

t

CAPITAL COAL YARD

POWER

Wood

oal

N

:

....

j

NOON'S

ll

IS QUITE

SO CONVEN

IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
iron ready to use, your toasted

ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacuum cleaner ready for thefray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heated rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish it at reasonable rates,
day and nght' Estimates and full information cheeerfully given.

"i-ve-

ifAflf
rjf III TflClf
I Hill 1ILII2

at the radiance of the modwhy all this light ? To

ern home--an- d
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.

j
i

"BUY IT

THESE DAYS OF MODERN METHODS, Electricity plays a most important part. The grandfather would

t'--

SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT CO.

,.,,, l,t

.

.

....

'
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TlfTJTC
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SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

NEW()

Quaker

Oats

...

Rooms With

Bath,..

. . $1.50

and $2.00 Per Day

.

THE ALBANY HOTEL

-

Farina

Pettijohns
Wheat Hearts

The

Quaker
Com Meal,
Grains
Gold,

Best
Route

;
j

riTPCMC EYW

I

This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with hath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath,.

U-ei-

...

e

i

j

nt-t-- u

'"Smith and the Pharaohs"
A New Story By

H. Rider Haggard
Author of "She," "King Salomon's Bines," Ett.

Commences in the

'

December

i

4

05143-12"0-

CANDIES

five-yea-

J.F.RHOADS

l

.

.

Strand Magazine
The

Most Powerful Story

of the Year

Ready November 21st
$1.50 a Year
Price 15 Cents
Pa. Sai hv all Newsdealers
THE INTERNATIONAL NEWS COHPANY,

'4.'
'JbJ
83-3-

5

Duane St., New York

t

TUESDAY,

DECEMBER

3,

1912.

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

CROUPY COUGHS AND WHEEZY
COLDS.
The quickest, simplest way to rid
tin' children of dangerous eroupy
toufibs and wheezy. Bluffy colds is lo
g've tin-iFoley's Money and Tar
Coii. pound.
It given almost instant relief and stops a cough promptly. It
soothes and heals. Contains no onia-- '
tes. For rale by all druggists.

SYRUP OF FIGS

HOTEL ARR1UALS.

good road bond issue on which the pit-- j
teens of the county vole on December"
-- Mh.

IS

BEST FOR

A

CHILD,

PALACE.
Kansas City.
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HiS TROUBLE

Here's
Shoe

If Its Little Tongue is Coated. Breath
lien Spitz,
Feverish, Stomach Sour and
S. Jl. Jacobs, lialtimore.
WALL
Bowels Clogged.
R. MeDonnel, Denver.
Kvery mother immediately realizes
A FIT
A. Doonitz, Denver.
Seal Facts In Regard To F. R.
afier givinp her child delicious Synij)
John W. 'eeder, Las Vegas.
el" Fis that this is the ideal
Relief 0 a- Hufrman's Illness.
laxative
Charles S. Craog, Denver.
and
for
the
children.
physic
tained
Nothing
By Curing liis
A. M. Williamson, Denver.
'se regulates the little one's stoni-aehNew York. X. Y., Dec, ".. Pi v risli
Charles Springer, Cimarron.
Stomach Ailments.
THIS BI.RD WAS A MONSTER.
liver and :jn feet of tender bowels fluctuations in llaniman
curilies
A. C. Culliver, Kansas City.
so promptly, besides they
Colorado
Waynesville.N'.C. Mr. F. K. I I'.iffman,
dearly loe ft a tit red the stock mark, t today as
City.
:;.
Surry Format),
New York, Dee.
Paris of a
its delightful fig taste.
Charles Swanky. Qiiinry, Illinois.
opinions as lo the ultimate effect ot of Ihis ciiy, says : " I suffered dreadfully
Riai.i bird which winged its way over
If your child isn't feeling well; rest- the dissolution decree varied.
Karly Willi wliat I
North America :!,iiiiii,uihi years ago,
lhouglit was heart trouble,
MONTEZUMA.
ing
nicely; eating regularly and act- limitless was succeeded by pronounchave jnsl beon brought lo liie Ameriand
tried
various
medicines in vain.
Pactlio
Southern
in
p.
ed
and
is
it
weakness
(llorieta.
Williamson,
a
ing naturaily
sure sign that, its
drorge
can .Museum el' Natural History by
.Miss K. Noon, (llorieta.
After other remedies had failed, Tlied-ford- 's
little insides need a gentle, thorough increasing heaviness in oilier securi-- i
Prof. Waller Granger, who lias been
Y. S. Hopewell. Albu(iiei'cine.
lies affected. Professional operators
cleansing at once.
it
restored nie to
making fossil investigai ions in WyK. V. lierrien, Kl Paso.
took the view that separaton of CenWhen
,will
cross,
I would not feel safe withoul
irritable,
feverish,
oming. The bird, according to Prof.
health.
W. J. Stehle, Albuquerque.
ttal Pacilic from Southern Pacilic
stomach sour, breath ban or your
Granger, was the largest featliered
I
in
Iiibo.
the
consider
house.
(irants.
Leopold
and!
one has stomach-ache- ,
creature that ever existed in North
diarrhoea, would hinder the development
R. K. Dillon. Las Vegas.
sore throat, full of cold, tongue coat operation of the latter road and they' it worth its weigh! in gold.
Ani'.rica.
Scott Ettor, Carlsbad.
It cured tuy indigestion, and by this
ed
give a teaspoon!' it! of Syrup oi sold that stock heavily until it ruled
Mr. and .Mrs. .M. Casans and sons
Figs and in a few hours all the font, :; points under yesienlay's close. means was restored to health. I can
Santa Rosa.
'constipated, clogged up waste, nndi Conspicuous strength was shown by not express my gratitude for its benefits."
M. A. (lonzales, Abiiniin.
Rested food and sour bile will genily landing. The general movement of
Good heallli depends on the condition
Tonias (lonzuh s and son, Abiqtiiu
rices was down wards. Steel fell be-- ' of
!
move on and out of its little bowel
Y. Al. .Miller, Albniiicrttto.
your digestion. Poor digestion and
ivithout, nausea, griping or vi akne;,s, low hs recent low level. .Money rales
II. ('. Smith, Hast. I.as Vegas.
health
do
not
good
go together.
and you will surely have a. well, happy ere maintained at high liuures with
.Mark S. Tobias. .Ww York City.
Black-DraugTliedford's
will
at
were
Ponds
THIS
newals
and
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pel'
L.
smiling
again shortly.
S. Day. Denver.
It
thoroughly cleanse and set in order ycur
.T
With Syrup of Figs yon are ten
regular.
Paul P. Summers, Denver.
SET
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digestive system.
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past 70 years, and is today the most
Indianapolis, 1ml..
A. ,1. .Murphy, Wichita.
Mothers should always keep Syrup tempt to save a worn;;!:. lean
V
popular vegetable liver remedy on tho
Al. .M. Putsch. St. Joseph.
of Kiss handy. It is the only stomach. leill', t; I years old, saloon keep, r. lost market. Try it.
liver and bowel cleanser and regula- his life under a Pei!e- ivania r; road
IUts is Your
Insist on Tliedford's. Price 25c.
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she cannot recover.
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nient. The Kincon delegation is head- - trouble without knowing it. Her back
ed by L. F. Klliott. From the south laches, and she is tired and worn out. TO PUT
AT HEAD OF ARMY.
end of the county tin etiually large 'Sleeps poorly, is nervous, no appetite,
Her
too.
bladder
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trouble
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delegation is coming, and even from
Washington. D. C, Dec. :!- .- Retire-- i
the outer precincts of Organ unci other (Foley Kidney Fills will cure r.Il that
nited
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well. They ment of the president of the
her
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best medicine made for kid- 'Suites iis commander-in-chie- f
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intended
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ing,
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delegates; a gen-also will pension widows or former
Such are all the recent developments of the
oral session in the afternoon, which TRESTER IS HELD FOR
presidents, while they remain unmarwill be addressed by the governor,
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DEATH OF A WOMAN. ried, at $."iimiii a year.
Colonel It. K. Twitchell, of Las Vegas;
Y.
Denver, Colo., Dec. :!. .Martin
Alr. .Tames A. French, state engineer,1!
USE
Trester, sought by the police because CONDITION OF ALL
and by local speakers. In the even- of the nature
of the death of .Mabel
NATIONAL BANKS.
ing Colonel Twitchell will deliver his White, a housekeeper in his em10
famous lecture: "Good Koads as an; ploy,, surrendered to the
The
police this
Washington. I). C, Dec.
Asset," which will be profusely illits-- ! morning. Trester had evaded the ofI H.'
n
comptroller of the currency today isfh
trated by stereopticon slides with the ficers since last. Friday, and not until sued
a call for a statement of the
of the authorities of the! after the stir caused
by his house- condition of all National banks in the!
State College. .Music will be rendered-- keeper's death, and later that of the t'nited States at the close of
business!
by the Las Cruees orchestra and the! physician who had attended her, had on
November 2U.
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TO
(college male quartet. The Las Cruees subsided, did Trester let his wherehand has been engaged for the after-- j abouts become known, lie is still conTHEY ALWAYS HELP ELDERLY
noon session of the convention.
fined in the city jail, where he will
PEOPLE
One of the purposes of the conven make no statement.
Foley Kidney Pills give just the
lion is to get together all the good
4
help elderly people need to tone and
roads Interests of the county so as to
RABBI IS BURNED.
strengthen their kidneys and bladder
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New York, Dec. II. Louis Levy, a and regulate their action. John Mc- compare notes, exchange ideas tic1
Among these developments are:
plan more effectively for the road Jewish rabbi, lost his life early today Masters, Streator, 111., says: "I feel
which makos the decimal tabulatDecimal Tabulator
The Built-imovement in Dona Ana county, and in a fire which swept away an apart- better and stronger than I have for!
TICKETS AND RERERVATIONS AT
ing mechanism an integral part cf the. typewriter.
also to insure the passage by an al- ment house in upper Fifth avenue. many years, and Foley Kidney Fills
The Tabulator Set Keif which eliminates all hand setting of the
did it." For sale by all druggists.
most unanimous vote of the ?10ii,iili0 Seven persons were injured.
tabulator stops.
NEW MEXICAN BUILDING OR UNION DEPOT
The Column Selector which determines by the stroke of a single
key, the exact point on each l.r.-- - where the writing is to begin.
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combines in one typew riter, and in one operation, the functions el the,
r.:.ic!;i:ic.
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machine
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2. THE BIRTH OF THE SAVIOR.
adding
writing
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Lvery one of these new devel
(Reverently portrayed on the exact spot where il took place nineteen'' hundred years ago a part of the
and costly moving picture production of the Kahtn company, to be first shown at Christmas timet.
opments is cn evidence e,l t!ie
leadership cf the ncmin;jfoii
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booklet
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.Notice is hereby Riven that Geor-j- i
S. Tweedy, of Santa Fe, X. M
w't

Xotice is hereby given that Anacleto
;.
Conlreras, of Santa Fe, X. M., who,
on February Hi, 1!tns, made
Horn- -i on
October 12,
made Homestead
stead Kntry Xo. I
for XE
Xo. H7S71, for S.
XVY.
S
SK
SK
NU
Lots 2 and 4. NIC.
Section
4,
IS N.,
Township
j
Section :;, Township it; x., Jfange i!ant;e in 10., X. M. I'. Meridian, has
E., X. M. 1'. .Meridian, has filed not if-iiied notice of intention to make five
r
three-yeato
'of intention
make
Final
to establish claim to the
Froof, to establish claim to the land year proof,
before Reg- nnove (lesenijeu, ueiore Kegister or land above described,
Receiver, V. S. Land Office, at Sand ister and Receiver, at Santa Fe, X. M.,
Fe, X. M on the 11th day of Decern on January d,
riaimant. names
as witnesses:
her, itni'.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Rafael Montoyii, of Santa Fe, X. M.;
Samind
Fai:o:. Marcelo Jiminez. of Santa Fe, .X. M.;
('has. A. Siriniro.
Win. Thomas, llenito Romero, all o! Aiacano .limine, ol Sania Fe, X. M.;
tionifacio I.urero, of Santa Fe, X. M.
San tit Fe, X. M.
M AXT'KL R. OTERO.
.MAXl'KL R. OTERO,

(.I.uorporatcd;

1645 Champa Street,
DENVER, COLO.
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ifpp:
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lTOin
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Resister

Register.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
THE SECRET TERROR.
F. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, Xew
The haunting fear of sickness and
Mexico. .November
UU2.
helplessness is the secret terror of
Notice is hereby given that Atilano
the working man. Health is his capi-- I
Stanley, Xew Mexico, who
tal.
Kidney diseases
sap a man's Sanchez, of 1.".
iiKij. made homestead
'strength and vitality. They lessen his on August
INI, for SE
XV
earning capacity. Foley Kidney Fills entryK Xo. el
SW
Section 24. and
bring back health and strength by
XK
XW
Section 25, Township
healing the disease. They are the 11
X., Range 10 E., X. M. P. .Meridian.
hett medicine made for kidney and
bladder troubles. The genuine are in, has filed notice of intention to make
proof, to establish claim
the yellow packages. Refuse any sub 'three-yeato the land above described, before
stitute. hor sale by all druggists.
C. Kinsell, r. (
at
Commr.,
It wi'l not pay you to waste your Harry
Xew Mexico, on the fith day
Stanley,
time writing out your legal form
ol January, I'll:;.
when you can get them already print- Claimant names as witnesses:
ed at the Xew Mexican Printing comVentura Raros, Paulin Cutierrez.
pany.
Victor Acuna. Luis R. Sanchez, all of
Stanley, X ,M.
New Mexican want ads. always
MANUEL R. OTERO,
bring returns.
Register.
T'tT-I--

When It's raining or when the streets are slushy don't bother with
rubbers wear Dr. A. Reed Cushion Shoes, Then you can be sure
your teet w::i always be dry and warm. And you 11 enjoy walking, too.
For the soft cushion insole not only keeps away the moisture that
soaks through the soles of most shoes but supports the arch of your
loot, and distributes your weight so evenly that walking is simply
delightful. No more tired aching feet. Let us show you the new styles.

JOHN PFLUEGER

I
I

fl

r

i

Fnto you is born this day in the City of David a savior, which is Christ the Lord.
And this shall be a sign unto you: Ye shall find the babe
wrapped in swaddling clothes, lylmr in a manner.
ii : 1
2.

Luke
(The editor suggests that these pictures will prove of
Interest, especially to children.' Cut them
out and save them. If you miss any picture, back numbers permanent
of the Daily New Mexican mar be secured at this
1

ofllce.)
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CHINESE ARE
DESPERATE IM
SAN FRANCISCO C
San Francisco, Calif., Dec. 3.
Chinese gamblers resorted to desper- iate strategy lust night to evada the
police and lured two officers to im-- :
in
gas lilied chambers,
leaving them to asphyxiate. The fact
that each oliicer carried a small axe
saved them as they succeeded in chop- ob-- ;
ping holes through tho walls to
tain air and aid. Corporal Goff, the
first victim, was walking alone w hen
an unknown Chinese brushed by him
in
Sibera
and y.hispered "Pigow
Club.". Without waiting to call his
squad, b: 'f rushed to the club which
lie thrust
was lighted up as usual,
aside tb doorkeeper. As the door
b;, '., he heard bolts click and
simultanevtaly the gas lights went
out. Try5 i.'J the other door lie found
himself ii.;nrisoiied in a narrow hall-- !
way sew .: feet long, and almost im-- ;
came aware that gas
mediately
was rushi:;:; from the open jets. After
15 liiinuteh furious worn with his axe,
he penetr;: u d the wall and was resOfficer Bailey
cued near!.' overcome.
was trapp: ii ..imilarly in another club
at almost tli.: same time.

SOME ATHLETES THOSE GRAIG BOYS! YOU'VE HEARD OF OLYMPIC RALPH,
BUT JUST SEE WHAT LITTLE BROTHER JIMMY'S DOING THIS YEAR AT U. OF M
This is a banner year for the Craig

-- i

A

WILLIAM

,

FARAH

3,

1912.

EMIL MIGMARDOT

THE

Health is the foundation of all good
The vise woman realizes this
and takes precautious to preserve her
health and strength through the
riod of child bearing. She remains a
pretty mother by avoiding as far as
possible the suffering and dangers of
8Uch occasiona
This every woman
may do thl,0D ths ,Jse of Mother's
friendj a remedy that has been so long
jn use an(1 accomplished .so much
good, that it is in no sense an: expert-- j
ment, hut a preparation which always
produces the bent result?. C is for
external application aiid so penetrating
in its nature as to thoroughly lubricate
every muscle, nerve and tendon
volved during the period before "oaby
comes. It aids nature by expanding;
the skin and tissues, relieves tender
ness and soreness, and perfectly prepares the system for natural and safe
motherhood. Mother's Friend has been
used and endorsed by thousands of
mothers, and its uso will prove a comfort and benefit
9
to any woman in
Til
jTLf
Z
need of such a
"ZjZ
remedy. Mother's
VHSB
Friend is sold at
drug stores. Write for free book foi
expectant mothers, which contains
much valuable information.

j'
j

'

iamily of Detroit.
double-did- i
Ralph Craig was Hie
hero of the American Olympic team,
HO'i- romping homo with the 00 and
Held
est.
fleet
the
.. metre runs before
that ever faced a starter's pintol.
Jimmy Craig, his younger brother.
J.i the best football player "Hurry
Vp;' Yost has had at .Michigan since
Yv'iHie Hestun had to graduate.
it. Is
., U it wasn't for Jininite Craig
doubtful if Yost would know he had a
football team this year. The ileet .
halfback has been Michigan's
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looks.

Capital Bar
Schiitz

Lemps

BEER
California Wines
Old Taylor Whiskey

PHONE 239. W.
Francisco Street.

55 San
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MRS. SNEED IS GLAD.
J. Beal Sneed
Fort Worth, Dec.
was today found not guilty of the
Am
murder of Captain Al. (!. ISoyce Sr.
"Too
And absorb the fact that
Jimmy
tfneed's relatives denied today 1hat
Craig is as game as any terrier ever
.Mrs. Sneed was closely guarded in
tossed into a pit. His has been the
,EJi
her hotel here.
only job outside of Captain Thomp"She has been free to come and go
son's that was cinched. Kvery other
as
she wished," he said. "She is
position has been filled by one or two
happy over the verdict and she loves
Hut
season
the
since
others
opened.
"pr misuami ana nei cnuaien.
not Craig's. His place has been vaOR
LUNCH
FREE
Fort. Worth, Texas, Dec. 3. The
sr
CEAis-owrcant a week at a time, while he was
demonstration by Sneed and his
HRADFIELD REGULATOR CO.. Atltnit, G.
LUNCH
FREE
recovering from injuries, only to
PEAT POOTBAlX
neys over the verdict was spectacu- yawn for him when the day of the
ISSUE
4N
IS
lar. Walter Scott and W. P. McLean,
AT
CHI
QAM
game arrived.
been to help such countries as Nicar- - ,,. dptVns(J
,awy(,rs wcre finPll for
Jimmy literally climbed off crutches
and Honduras to help them- Ull.owint; tlleil. hats ovel. the chande-selvAVhen one member of a family fol-- !
Los Angeles, Calif., Dec. :!. In vot- agua
to enter the big games those with
s," says President Taft.
liers jn tllP com.t roonl
ing on i new charter providing for '.
Pennsylvania and Cornell. But.once, lows another w ho has brought fame
immediate bene-- i
are
the
While
sneed emitted a cowboy yell but
they
commission
on the field, despite his crippled con-- , to his
municipal government by
school, his task is cut out
court refused to censure him
of the flciai'ies, the profit to the United
two
collaterals
on
dition, he wrote his name alongside
those
land
be to win
he adds. Th.'dWou-'.;lj!n:
that of Ralph, among Michigan's fore-- j for him. (ireat must he
saloon problem, free lunch and tj,e States is
' more - vital
in the ' .,
So,;
most athletes.
the verdict in
j prizes because of the handicap.
,..,i,i,iu , ' nnv r.li.jekR. hv Kitln.nl keen- - roe doctrine is'
01 uie
ca""'- a down-towThose who know Coach Yost know, when Jimmy Craig sought honors up-.hotel .Sneed telephone!
e.rs. the people Of Los Angeles par- - neignuornoou
cn couiuries snoum ue iei.eveu(he ))pws ,() hel.
he does not often praise his players. on the Michigan gridiron he had to
ticioated today in- the. sixth and final of heavy foreign debts
THF FAMOUS BROTHER
the
jeopardy
He sees every fault and eradicates it,, overcome the feeling that Ralph was;
Snetid ,.Uot captaiii Boyce to death
elections.
of
vear
a
record
of
ballot
international :,tQnVltm Janl!arv ll3 in Fort Worth, soon at'.
to
Wit seldom speaks of his warrior's vir--: in a class by "himself. Hut he did it.'
provoke
1'kely
ACT
for
but
ue v charter provides
The
Worn the (lav he first nut on a'
tues.
ter Sneed had returned from YVinni- eight eh live officers, the mayorn. and plications.
..n ill
il u Tifui
if ill ill
I.,..
i
ri
...i..
;'A11 the greater honor to Craig, then,: cleated shoe Jimmie Craig has been
uu.u
m
uu l.:..
nun ...l.n...
omcers
l
liese
i)eK, i anuun,
to
nt, .....1-seven
commissioners
111"
uphold
f
TflHilV
n fnntl.oll
cnniDllnll
athlete and was trained by the 'high, school, who aspires
is Yost's words of commendation:
bankers
American
countries
son
by
of
G.
serJr.,
civil
Uoyce,
Captain
andjA1
under
to
the
have
name.
say.
illustrious
appointment
both
Strange
when
Mike
of:
jthe
.Murphy,
"Is Jimmy Craig 'game?'
You'll the leading candidate for captain
great coach,
of their customs houses j Bovcei lmd eloped.
the
lie
Detroit "Bill" resembles an athlete as a'gaz-cil- vice regulations of about Soon salaried fromprotectionthe
die-- ,
have to invent a new name, more the 1 :i eleven, and it is almost a were associated with
and al- prey of woud-bbeing
.Sneed claimed
his
of
a
shote.
does
Speaking
municiptii employes.
jathietic club.
re- would
emphatic than that when you describe certainty he will be elected.
tutors
the
'
of the
on
a'
the
president,
says
g0
part
Bill's
conspiracy
t athletic
ability, his friends say,
The Craigs came by their athletic
lialph and Jimmie have another
him," is the day Yost refers to his
move the menace of foreign creditors
to rob him. of his wife. Al.
student."
a
PATIENTS
INSANE
in
a
nice,
young
Detroit
Craig-pera
freshman
was'ther,
"Bill,"
naturally, for
pet player.
WiTH SMALLPOX. illul revolutionary disorder. Further- Boyce, Jr., was killed by Sneed in
more tne united states wouia prom Amarillo, September 14, last, sneed
Tolei'.o, Ohio, Dec. 3. Eight insane
12
lift
largely in a business way through the w in be tried on this charge in Fel
jDooin, Philadelphia
in the Toledo state hospital.
patients
2".
117
development of the great natural re- - ruary at Vernon.
Downey, Phil. & Chic
believed to be Buttering from chicken sources of Central America.
Tne families involved in the two
pox, wue today declared by the city ; Commending the successful results
(!."
19 13
are wealthy and have bad
Lobert, Philadelphia
tragedies
o
contracted
have
health department
of the application of the new neu- - pr(,minent parts in the
(" 13
of
NATIONAL LEAGUECLUBS HAD GOOD GUESSERS A. Wilson, New York
w
3.
Tinker
at
"The
Dec.
A strict quarantine
as
Cincinnati.
smallpt
13 9
C McDonald, Cincinnati ..til
laws to Mexico and other Texas. After the elopement Sneed
to- jtrality
e:
over
the
once
lablished
off.
'de
il
al
is
eight
17
negotiations
til 21
absolutely
'troubled countries the president
Daly, Brooklyn
$20,000 across the continent to
New York, Dec. S. Among National games, or an average of one to every O'Rourke, lioston
11 50 are resumed they must come
from gether with 100 other patients and :jpctM thnt mpnH lip fnnnd in nilrlition
l.io k.hy. '
to
most
T9
nlii-l- League clubs, Chicago profited
IS 10 the other side," remarked
..
eight games: Doyle, of New York, is Erwin, Brooklyn
August employes who have been exposed N
,1,.evBnt tho nrftW,nn)
'
sneeus nrst trial on tne cnarge ci
'
in Hofnian. Chic, and I'iltsb'g. ":! 27 B Herrmann last night after arriving the dis' use.
by lack of control of opposing pitch- close second, with 20 strike-outAmerican
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l'ecos.
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talesman from Kansas City, is here
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of A. H. I'. Robinson, arrived this F.ny news, please phone
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home.
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of
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liam lieacliam, guardian of Grace and
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tor's
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first presentation in tiiis section of
filled at .ook's.
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The relatives are now in Santa Fe.
the water board at Hie capital.
W. Jefferson Davis, assistant
to
Scratch Pads of all description? ami eighth grade teacher in the schools
the president of the San Diego expo- all qualities, 10 pounds for ,"tl cents. here, and that they are ready to receive applications. Home talent will
vINSURE WITH HAYWARD AND RLST COMLNT.
sition, is back in San Diego and New Mexican oflice.
be considered first.
writes that be has met .Mr. Greer, forWANTED,, a good piano, to rent
Has the Exhibition Plan been
a
merly a resident of Santa Fe and now f. r several months, address I'. (). box
success? Nearly every live wire has
star writer on the San Diego Union. 426, City.
Mr. Greer was for years on the staff
INSURE AMD
SURE
Any one desiring to rent a nice replied "yes" with a note of enthuNew York Times, and after five room adobe house with all modei'if siasm,
lint the proof of the pudding
the
of
BANK &
CO. leaving the metropolis lie visited Sanimprovements, and also barn for consists in carrying oul the clever dota Fe about the same time as "Ruck" horse, cow and buggy, will do well to signs shown at Assembly hall for the
When in doubt,
Langhorne came out here. Mr. and see Prof. J. A. Wood at once. Kent past tew days. It is up to the city'
Airs. Greer have many friends in the
'council tonight to answer some im-cheap to the right party.
call on or phone
Ancient. City.
It's a Big Laugh "The Godmother" portant questions, such as changing
names
the
of
Santa Fe's streets, reat the Flks' tonight.
Does
B.
CONFERENCE OF THE
You don't have to worry what
to storing the mellifluous Spanish which
GOVERNORS
PERMANENT. get for Xmas presents. Simply come is so'dear to Santa Fe, Xew .Mexico,
' Room
8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
3. I'erpet na atld see our line of Halleta
Southwest. The east is east,
Itichmond, Va., Dec.
blankets,; and the west
is wesi, and Santa Fe is
Your Patronage Solicited
tion of the governors conference as Couch Covers, Pillow Tops, Scarfs and jand the
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meetthe
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Morris of Montana today in response ing of the Mliie Lodge, A. F. & A. Al., charm not only the tourists but also
the residents who
in their lot
to addresses welcoming V.i state ex n:si
mgiu me roiiowmg omcers were with Xew .Mexico's throw
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FURNITURE CO.
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unique capital.
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anwhich opened here.
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Manager
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tertainment
tomorrow
will
night
in
K.
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conferences,"
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K.
previous
coniplished
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really miss a treat. The fact that Hie
said Gov. .Morris, "but the conferen- - Griffin, tvler.
"Girl from t'. S. A." is not known in
ces have not been the potent factor
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Something NEW in
the west does not indicate that the
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not
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first
and
company
that
class,
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and Electric
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should
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to
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Sun
a frontage of 150 feet, 50
get
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Water
and
Had Tuberculosis .temperature yesterday and the aver-- ;
people of Santa Fe are beginning to
2
age relathe humidity was
Those who suffer from Consumption
per
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t rmtbli-nre
wit h
nvnemil.v
nljrht cent, 'J'here was a trace of snow. At realize that this is an entertainment
sweats, fever, loss nf st ronirt ami lit
do not want to miss.
Let us show you
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8 a. in. today the
or no nppeUle. Fresh air. jriMtil food,
tie
mercury stood at they
, Capitol Building.
Rubber that is Right Our rubber
find the proper enre nf the hotly nre
30 but those who
felt
the
chilly
lo u recovery, hut. in niiiny ene
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breeze in their faces thought it was goods guaranteed to he absolutely
sotnet iihijr else is needed. Kekimin's
is :i inediiiiie
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Mrs. Aldrich, field secretary of the.'
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Furnished Rooms Tor rent. Southwest Hoard of Women's Home'
Elegantly
troubled with eolith, whieh
railually
The linest rooms in the city, having .Missions of the I'reshyterian church,
became worse; I had nljjht sweats and
i was losing tny apelectric light, steam heat and baths, will arrive in the city this evening
pains in iny chest,
Phone, Red 189.
t
petite andnot ha become so thin and weak
The European Hotel, centrally lc-- and will speak at the 1'resbvterian
could
attend to my household duties. A physician pronounced my ease 'cateu. State Progressive Headquart-- church at 7:20 o'clock. Mrs. Aldrich
1 19 San Francisco St.,
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Council Tonight A most important can tan to nnd
ins
session
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session of the city council will be held teresting.
There will be ash trays
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Wednesday, Dec.
men will first go to the Assembly hall
The Woman's Hoard of Trade has
in the Old Palace to look over the ex-- j decided to
ball soon
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give a
liibition plan which is to figure so after the Xew Yearcharity
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and arrangements
largely in the future development of and details are now being discussed
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Getting What You Pay
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Each Purchase, is the
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Buggies and 5addlers a Specialty.

Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.

Baggage

104 DON GASPER ST.

Built Up the Largest and
Most Satisfactory Retail
Grocery'uBusiness in the

Telephone 9 W

City of Santa Fe.
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WE WILL MAIL YOU $1

for each Set of old False Teeth send us
for old Gold, Silver,
Highest priees
old Watches, Broken Jewelry and Precious Stones.
BY
MA TT.

uu use emuossea stationery, you
do no better than place your or-- !
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RETURN
& REFIMNG

ESTABLISHED 20 YEARS
863 Chestnut St. Philadelphia,

CO.
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cents.

office.

10 pounds

Guild of the Church of the
Holy Faith will hold their annual sale
at library hall on Friday afternoon.
December 6th, opening at 3 o'clock in-- ,
stead of 2:30 as has formerly been!
the custom. The candy and homc-- J
cooking tables will be filled with the
finest products from Santa Fe kitch-ens and the embroidery and fancy
work tables will be sure to relieve
you of some of your Christmas wor- ries. For the children the "Woman
of a Thousand Pockets" will have a
thousand surprises.
Every pocket
contains a prize. Coffee and sandwiches and ice cream and cake will
also be served. Ail friends and pat- 1

with the New Mexican Printing
company, prices will be quoted upon
requesU Our styles and forms are
strictly

j

A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
'
when published in the New Mexican.
Try one.
:

DENTISTS
We will buy vour Gold fillings. Gold Scrap
and Platinum. Highest prices paid.
TO

j

U. S. A.

Xew Mexican

'

j

pi-i-

HONEY SEND

the

If you use embossed stationery, you
the new state.
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H.

S. KAUNE
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CO.

Where Prices are Lowest
S for Safe Oualirv;

rons are cordially invited.
. .Tomorrow
night at the Elks Theater
Messrs. Wood and Chalker will pre-- j
sent the young American actress, Missj
Ouina Marion, in the three act com-- i

y

;

NEW SENATORS SWORN IN.
William
Washington. D. (:., Dec.
TV
Jackson, of Maryland, successor to
the late Isador Rayner. and Kirtland
I. Firkey, of Idaho, successor to the
late Weldon B. Heyburn, were sworn
in in the senate
today. The credentials of Robert F. Uronssard. of
Louisiana, now a representative, but
elected senator for the term beginning 1 !)!,), were presented.

Land

Dainty! Sweet! Pretty!
An Kxiruimlimiry Kxiravairanzu of
Kxtmonlirmry Kventsof Two Hemispheres: A Driimiitic Triumph of
Veritable Merit, i're.senttd t,y a
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Etc'
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at! rushths city-ma- n
reads the headlines
of four ".xtra newspapers
each day. !n the country
they read from start to
finish of one weekly

paper.
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II

President.
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i

by mall

tlx nunths,

$1.00

Weekly, per year

Weekly, six months

and there is plenty of it. Now is the
time. Send for Illustrated Booklet.
VALLEY RANCH, N. M.
THE VALLEY RANCH,

$1.25
$1.50
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Hack in the distant ages lie watchled the birds oYrhead as they llew up
high beneath the sky and he longed
a
Hut he was only
to fly instead.
primitive man and lie lived ia a primitive age but he was the bird of the
skies unheard, the bird that was kept
in a cage. Hack in those distant anew
lie foil K'!it witli a cluli and stone, lie
knew no friend, lie need deleiid, tor
lie fought and he died alone. And all
Ihat he had there with him was the
nerve of the nrimhive man. the oour,.
lioth seats were hitting it up fast
that be
f
lhp oyr of
when seen by the Daily New Mexican gun when life began.
lie didn't
artist today. Iloth were - know- aigus-eyedid
it,
why
he
why
anxious to get their Christmas shop- )(J fought for his food and drink,
'ping done early, but Skinny While's
iy lle wnt a!ol, ivm checked the
noble steed seemed to need a saline moan as lie fell o'er the last dark
Fatty
h,, ouy knew that to conquer
injection to keep him going.
lilaek was perspiring freely, but hit- nu,;int a little while longer to live,
toali tle things that real life
t()
ling up a merry clip. Watch for
morrow's developments.
brings, and to battle and take and.
give, lint he longed to My as the bird
flew across the space. above, to n
to the sky though to fly meant die,
FROM THE
1:1...
the ivp
,e
Mhe U.e e,lf;,e, il..,
SIDE LINE
For he Onged in the distant ages, to,
he the man of today, and be nail tne
'nerve that none could swerve but lie
Stand up and be counted among tin-.- tl , i not know the way.
boost ( rs because no booster is afraid
to si and up for Santa Fe.
-
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IN TODAY'S COURTS

and does
Is not tins reallv a fair record of today's trials in our court
real justice come from it?
What is your name, please?"
ity any district attorney:
"I object, this witness cannot possibly remember what she was christend, and the family bible would lie the best, evidence."
"1 withdraw
the question. What are you commonly called?"
objejeted to on 'he ground that il is not shown that the witness is an
expert on "common callings."
what name are you known by?"
will change the ionn of the qui si ion
objected toon tie- ground that it is hearsay, that il is immaterial; not
original evidence, ami that no foundation lias been laid for il by show ins that
witness lias any name.

the

Objection susiaim d.
"Have you a name?"
"Yes."
"What

..

j

ilQ
Ilo

'

Kxeepi ions noted.

i

'

Same objections.
Alter argument, question allowed. Kxcept ion.
".My name is .Mis. Mary Smith."
liciptest to expuii.se the aiuiwer from tile record, because il is not
shown that the witness is married, nor that her husband's name is .Mary
tMiiith. Answer strieKen out.
"Are you married?"
Objected to as secondary evidence, on the ground that it lias not been
shown Ihat the marriage certificate cannot be produced, and is immaterial,
as the question of marriage is not involved. Objection sustained.
"Have you ov r been known by any other name than Mrs. Alary Smith?'
Defendant's counsel asked to be heard on this
Objected to as hading.
matter, but the question was allowed he seemed much elaled.
The witness lien answers. "Yes, Alary Jones."
Defendant's counsel moved to strike out the last part of the. answer
on the- ground Ihat it was not responsive. .Motion granted.
"When did you assume the name of Mrs. Alary Smith?"
Objected to by defendaiil's counsel on the ground that the itnswer may
tend to humiliate ihe witness. Question allowed.
was married."
eighteen hundred and limph, when
i
liy the court: "One moment, you may say, if that is the casi
when you went to live with Air. Smith."
The witness: ' Yes, that was it."
"How old are you?"
OI
Objected to on the ground that it is not shown that she is old at a
jection sustained.
"Are you more than 21 years of age?"
is it?"

j

AS

Any old time I hey knock Santa Fe
they are going k hear from tin Boosters cluli. Kven a deaf man.

THE BYSTANDER

SEES IT

DO IT NOW.

its suit

is ;i

tiff" from it.
forninnee.

THE BIRDMAN.

"All of Today's News Today"

1

Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.
determines its adaptability to changing conditions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on its history
but depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts issued on
Stock Exall Countries. Coupons collected and cashed.
Telegraphic
change Sales and Purchases effected.
transfers of money made.
It Is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive funds for our t me Certificates

All Kinds of Game,

fpl MORE DffS

BUSINESS OFFICE 3 W
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by
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Published Daily
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Spanish Weekly
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continuous

per- -

am calHut about the linages.
as
jug attention to their condition
ihe officials may not know of them,
hut now the stvi et coinniiltee, or who- villi this eort of
ever has to d
1

thins better

look

o".

A

a

a

1

J.

broken

Fi.

r.ovei-noi'K-

Assistant Cashier.

ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY
DELUADO,

j

'

j

OK

Ballcta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.
Wool

.

and rati this section oi
the city has been an eye sore, but
we all recognized that this was duo to
(lie work going on in the reconstruct
lion of the building, and that some
time the adobe dirt would lie off the:
walk, Hie big beams removed from the
flitter, the braces taken down, and a
civilized condition reappear.
.Vow that lias been
accomplished,
'but look at the gutter all along in!
front of the building.
Are you not ashamed of it?
Papers, pastboard boxes, debris of
other kinds fill the whole line and pre- suit a scene that is a disgrace to the
city and its officials.
Here is a street seen first by visf-tors who come to Santa Fe. The first
thing we say to our friends is this:
"You must see the Governor's Pal-ace." Then we take them along in
front of the building, where before
their eyes and under their noses, ap
hhdij luuuiug cunecuou oi
castaway stuff that we all ought to be
ashamed of. '
n llas become a habit for people to
"
"e am on
of them,
Sunday afternoons-crow- ds
listening to the band,
ine red and
vellow candy boxes, pop corn wrap-.- .
Dines, npanut hnp--n hi-- tlivr,,,-,......... ,,,v,i(.
cuously into the street, and there
they lie, accumulating, week by week,
With no attention paid to them, until
we have the disgusting spectacle that
its seen there
today.
Nice thing for strangers to see, isn't

PROPRIETOR.

MA.NMT'ACTl'RKn

Lsed.
Send for Price List and Full Information.

119 Don

ui summer

your banking

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

FOUR PER CENT

j,.
t

to

regard

FRANK McKANE,

REAL),

Both Native and Germanto'vn

()

in

Cashier.

TRULY DISGRACEFUL.
If it were on a back street somewhere, or in an alley it would not be
so bad, but where it is it is a shame
and a disgrace.
I
have reference to the condition

1

,

Confer with our officers
business.

may prove
bridge is bad business a.-very expensive, so it is the part of of-- '
w isdom
to apply prevention
rat Iter than cure.
Of course, all that is necessary in
this case, is to call attention of the
officials to the condition of ihebe
bridges as the importance of repairing them must be appreciated and
well understood.
Hence this little reminder. Before
some one gets injured, look to the
bridges on canyon road.

The government has
I
Congress is in session again. if
against the I'nion Pacific merger. remember
is a
bill
there
correctly
Hereafter fellers, let us not merge. It
somewhere in the possession or mat
is not popular any more.
body providing for a public building
If you don't do something to make for Santa Fe.
notice that preparations are De
Santa Fe a good town to live in then
von don't deserve to live in a good iS maue tor me e.M.e. ulu,
t nul-iown. Anvbodv can kick but it takes thing like sixteen and one-hharbor
and
river
for
of
dollars
.
live one' to boost.
improvements in the United States.If
there is so great an amount availin
the!
bill
introduced
The first
I
house yesterday was for a pension for able for public expenditure,
tne nroitiimii
Hut ain't tbev uoinir der if our senator could not get a
lame few paltry thousands lopped off from
to do nothing for the other
rivers and liaruors anu appiy u iu au"."'"
ducks?
inland city, the oldest in the Unit-American bankers bought live mil- - ed States.
lion dollars worth of gold in London
We are the "City With the Open
yesterday. Let us all arise and sing (late" Wo want to open that gate
that good hymn "We will gather in wide' and invite within, tills promised
"Yes."
Xew York today and count our mon- public building, but we will have to
or
21st
ended
at
"Do you consider thai your L'lst year begun
'birthday
your
o'er."
in it and let con-- ;
ey
show some interest,
on it?"
... .
mar
Know
ine
gress
gain is ojiu
Counsel objected to this as immaterial and incompetent.
New .Mexico is the greatest state in and is big enough to let the belldin
The remainder of the day was consumed in a bitter wrangle between
the union. You may not believe il in.
counsel as to this question.
now but you will when things begin
0
Our only hope is through our
to move. Are you ready to join the
an old time citizen of Santa Fe,
procession or do you want a membe- who can build here a monument that
AN URGENT CASE
been
crowd.
has
in
the
original
And in this connection the person initiated in politics, and not knowing rship
w ill bold
him ever in memory, and it?
the game, wonders what Woodrow Wilson will do with those :;!.iliO ollices that
we ought to let him know, by letter
It gives a fine impression of Santa
President Taft put under Hie civil service law in October.
and petition, that we want that build- Ke.
own
his
of
No one, only a few
members
party, regard
ing.
it looks so neat and nice, and is so
Mr. Wilson as otherwise than human.
Senator Catron is no novice in the iu keeping with the present effort to
The human tiling would be to dump the whole llii.mm and a few thousand
political game and he has a splendid make our old town attractive to those
more for good measure, and it appears to the onlooker as if that will be one
now to show his knowledge who may come in from abroad.
chance
of the first acts of the next president of the t'niled States.
of it. and exert his influence with his
It gives them an impression that we
a sort of
The action of President Taft was so obviously political,
for the benefit of his home are good
colleagues
to
an
it
it
look
as
at
is
Mr.
Wilson
as
thai
measure,
housekeepers, and a longwere,
apt
emergency
city, lie has so much to back up his ing to come again to a city where
emergency case also.
plea for recognition in this instance. neatness is so apparent.
It is, too.
discredit to
Our postollice is a
One man's poll" tax would clean up
fl is one of the most urgent emergency cases ever put up to a public
Santa Fe. It's entrance is a travesty that disgraceful, dirtv snot. Whv not
i
official.
on a public building.
One prominent spend that much on it?
The demand for pie will be greater even, in proportion, than at a pioneer
citizen culled it the "speak easy", and
Uo not lpt thjs
tell
to
afford
or
Wilson
a
the
donation
cannot
Woodrow
and
cons,)icuous point
party
picnic
in or com-- , j,, our
name
the
Coins
applies.
he
is
will
no
him
that
there
oi,y be;the dirtiest and most
that
horde
pie.
beseiging
hungry
ing out, a person has to twist this unsightly. Clean it up.
.
The civil service law. unless all guesses fail, will be a dead one when the
way and that and but one individual
robins nest again, and many of those who are now resting under the proat a time can squirm through the ab- STATE CONTROL OF
tecting wing of the civil service, are apt to find thai the schoolmaster
a
new
lie
has
instituted
method
and
has
the
that
WAGES IS PROBLEM.
rule,
abrogated
president
jbreviated doorway.
we are, the capital of a great; st. Paul, Dec. 3. A
of procedure in his big 'school.
possible solo- The demand will be too great for even so well inrenlioned an otlicial as
"
"
u' uie promein of the High cost
"I air a gettm tu be tolerbul sporty-""""".""'i
aml "
mivt'
IWr. Wilson to resit t. even if lie cared to.
dinky, dingy, back- - ,,f living through state regulation of
fur a feller ov my age." says the Old
woods postoR.ce that would be con-- ' prices and wages will be the
Tilt; famine has been long; continued, the faithful are very hungry, and a
movin
tu
ovur
them
"Wur
Yazoo subject of discussion at a two-da- general
"Ulered unfit for Had Axe,
little thing like the civil service provision is not likely to withstand the on- Codger.
pickshur shows last night en they ""
Kisai-- : sion of the Minnesota
or
Winneinucca
Horsegall.
slaught.
sum tolerbul fair pickshurs thur.
Academy of
An "execulive order" can be called into effect, and that it is operative is
There is nothing more needed cial Science, to be held in the Uni-Mike Stanton cs a makin lllwfeller
b
in
now
shown
of
ot
illsi(
'
the removal
I'nited
I'tvsideiit Tail's drastic action
ours, versity of Aiinnesota
plainly
law building
Pr,lt'
hull lot ov money out of them pick- States marshals in Tt xas, who enlisted under tin Bull .Moose standard.
I kalkulate fur
seen a hull lot aside from cleanliness and street re- December 5 and fi.
shurs
The civil si n ice act looks to be an easy target.
notis moren Pai'ing than a respectable building ,
ov peepul there. Whut
'i
office.
new
wus
WORDS FROM HOME.
th
fellers
they air:fora post
anvthinq
not
Would
folks
a
ov
lot
this be a thing for the
hull
in
town. They sir
TWO GOOD MEN
hev never chamber of commerce to take
,
up Statements That May Be Investigated
Two linn that are possible United
as ihe rtsult of the in this yere town whut
last election, are Uenton .McMillan, of Tennessee, and Samuel .McCall, of knowed afore. I wus a enjoyin them now, today, and get up a petition to Testinmony of Santa Fe Citizens.
'
pickshurs alritc until thet thur bull seid on to Washington, if need be,
Massachusetts.
One is i; party man in the full si use of the word, but a low tariff ad- dog ov thet young Ervine feller kumand at least, let congress know that. 'When a Santa Fe citizen coim?s to
front, telling his friends and
down tu whur wus a settin en tried, we want a public building here.
vocate. This is .U-.- iliau.
The oilier. McCall, while a lepublican. has often been found, in the last tu jump ontu my lap en histed him. It would give Senator Catron some- - neighbors of his experience, you can
011 nis
sincerity. The statements
re'
leaders off en give him a kick en thet feller tiling to work on, at least.
few sessions, at variance with his parly. He has given the
o1'
Do it now.
People residing in far away places
a good deal of trouble and tie 'races did not always hold him. He was not Garrit he ses tu me, he ses, gold darn
do not command your confidence.
pt. don't vu no tu a kickin no doqs
LOOKOUT.
;.i .i.uJ
Hume endorsement is the kind that
Here, then, are two nun the one a low tariff democrat, the other a aroun et this yere show, he ses, er
g;lj( a santa Fe citizen this morn bricks nnnn'c
II
a
et
dehev
ses.
he
im
in larift revision, good
take poke
conservative protect
yu,
V
republican
.
7.
:' u"u
ing: "It might be a good tonic for
"vest gatton
not got no use fer thet feller en thet tll(1
haters both, clean cf record, and fair of purpose.
.
By8tnnder t0 touch' up the ,ondi.
Hal xmi'iiii;, uiej noiiio finer a lanu ciiiniiiii tnur duii aog en ir,ei s a lac ioo, ay .!,.,, nf ti. i.ri,iDH nn flip ennvnn
iiiviii.'iis in ne
of a Santa Fe resident.
No stronger
full armed, and carry themselves as veterans. Kach would be in the front heck."
Reuehan's
road, just beyond
proof of merit can be had.
rank of the engagement, as well because of general ability, as because
deuce."
Manuel Delenilo Itn P.nnnn et Snn.
of his entire familiarity with ihe issue in dispute. The vote will lie so close
jt nnw i: simply awful to be
Then he went on to tell of tho con- - i,
v m
..ti,
in the next senate such men will be most valuable.
down
,n
oosevel, supporter
Texas, dition of these bridges. It seems that statement 1
in praise of Dean's
gave
the way Ian is lopping em off these on the first one the road has washed
Kidney Pills in 3902 still holds good
The cinejnnati Knquirer innocently suggests that inasmuch as Wood-rodays. 1 here are some places ,t seems away to such an extent that the For four or five
Wilson is completely free "Irom pledges or promises to any man or any where it
years I was subject
is better not to be quite so bridge is unsafe,
while the one to attacks of backache, often so
faction or any interest.'' that he will probably he able to select his cabinet
beyond is in such shape that a horse jvere that I was unable to work.
1
just as he wants it without and dictation from any outside influence. The
might break a leg at any time and tried various remedies said to be
n in politics some, and it is surprising that it appears so
Knquirer has
The women in ihe Turkish harems then the city would be in for a dam- - cures for such troubles, but nothin"
adolescent in this particular instance. A man elected to the presidency withare running away now that the terri-- , age suit.
benefited me until I used Doan's Kid-- !
out a pledge or piomisc is indeed a wonder.
ble 1 uriv has been well walloped by
It is a "funny proposition
after ney Pills. They promptly proved
0
Kven the suffraget all," this life. There is always some- - their worth and effected a cure which
The country now has congress on its hands. In the short session, prob- the little Allies.
in the empire of the thing to look after and
repair. It is has been permanent up to the present
ably but little will be done. The body could redeem itself a little by repealing spirit is abroad
so in private life in one's home and time.
My experience with Doan's
the law prohibiting the distribution of Sunday mail. Hut it mav be that con Ottoman it seems.
it: is so in
municipal and public af-- ' Kidney Pills has been so gratifying1
gress will regard the people as Yandt rbilt did in his famous phrase.
0
The house cheered Uncle .loo Can- - fairs. One thinks, after taking care that I gladly recommend them."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Andy Carnegie's
plan does not seem to meet with an non when it met yesterday. This must of some necessary
repair, "Well,
ell. anyway. Andy got a nice bit of advertising indeed be a
enthusiastic endorsement.
Co., Buffalo,
innovation to that's done," and there is a sigh of re- - cents. Foster-Milburout of it.
the ancient statesmen in contrast to!'ef. but before you get your sigh off !Xew York, sole agents for the United
n
the practice in vogue among the dem- - 'ur system some other thing looms States.
A minister in St. Louis says that we have become a nation of liars. How 'ocrats for the past decade of
Doan's and
cussing up that demands attention and ex- - Remember the name
that Ananias club has grown..
There is not any rest nor re-- j take no othoi".
.whenever his name was mentioned
j pense.
won
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Oaspar Avenue.

THE
PALACE
M.
SANTA FE,
N.

MABSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER

NEW MANAGEMENT.

AMERICAN

PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.

American Plan, $2.50 and up.
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE. FREE SAMPLE ROOMS

IN CONNECTION.

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

p

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Rooms en suit with
Steam
Heat,
private baths. Electric light,
'
Central Location.

Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled.

'

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About

That Fire Insurance?

IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED?

Then Act

Think About It!

-

THE

'

COMPANY'

MOULTON-ESP- E

Mi-r-

SANTA FE, N.

GENERAL AGENTS.
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States-senators-
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HALL & HALL, " THE INSURANCE MEN," THE
co.
Insurance Coniructs.
of Pittsliurff, Pa., wriliiiu Ihe most liberal
of l.ouuon. Knuland. writint; Ae- Tha flrann
krAAani R. finarantoB rrniiratinn
vuli'UJUUUll ciUem, Heallli, Employers' biu- llll UWIUII i&tklU.lllAJUUiUlll.tV
niliiy, l'lute Ulass unit Automobile Insurance.
writinir nil forms of Surely
The Equitable Surety Company of Si. Louis, Mo.,
aim i Irteiny Jiond.s.
KOOM -- 1. C A PITA L CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
&
BANK BLLMJ.

R?X;WV.0irss.

HALL

NEW MEXICO

I
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I

-

:

Fl

i

n

j

i

i

MILITARY

INSTITUTE

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

'The West Point of the Southwest.

Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.

I

1k--

HALL

in the beautiful Pecos
Valley 3,?U0 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. 6oen air
work throuKhout the pn lire session.
Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
Fourelsewheie in America.
teen ofllcers and Instructors, all

Located

Oil

graduates from standard Ea stTen buildinKs,
ern colleges.
modern In every respect.
itegeots

:

E. A. CAHOO.V.
.T. E.
RHEA,

President.

P. WHITE. Treasurer.
JOHN W. PoE, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAV.
.1.

For particulars and illustrated
address,

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON, Supt.

cutu-,ogu-

I

TUESDAY,

Over-Nigh-

DECEMBER

3,
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For Constipation

OLD BOREAS.
urday evening on his way to Kansas
he lemarked u
back
his
up pretty City ;tnd while here
Old lloreas got
when he rethat
scribe
the
in
a
A Small
Clipper
Dose on Retiring and You
high last week. He knocked
turned he would begin work on a pub-IAre Well and Happy by Morning.
lion of the new (unfinished
road at the county line of San
I
It is only natural that the simplest
hcuse, tnmblin, it in on the concrete
Miguel
county and work towards
of ailments should be the most
Moor, but neve
fazing it. Now and
A. A. Jmirs would
anil so we have a whole nation'
then a loose brick on a coping or 'Cuervo and that
same
the
at
place and go in opindiand
came
from
i
or
down,
constipation
suffering
signboard
hunney
Mr. Hicks did noi
direction.
posite
gestion, for they are closely allied.
with all ihi'
But common as constipation is many,
howl the wind put up, however, was claim to be familiar It
work.
are
sei
the
tails
of
seem
do
not
to
know
twister.
u
Kansas
of
to
that
people
they;
equal
roads
Hi: lit away
some
t'
good
have
headit.
will
have
They
I'arrizozo News.
complain of
and let
pretty soon and use tin
ache, drowsiness or biliousness, all
111.
roads
1'iilui e generations have
unconscious of the cause of the
LIVELY AT WIGWAM.
and
id
help
trouble.
About the most lively place in the when we are gone
pay for the roads.
You should have a full and free
1'nited States now for political
If we who are here now should
movement at least once a day. If
is the
Although
Wigwam.
build
good roads and pay all expenses
a
j
are
are
you pass
still
day you
constipated,
jtho election is over there
of
generations would get
and the result will be that you will
MRS. J. W. ANDERSON
animated, warm arguments in regard tile them future
henelit of those roads without
catch a cold easily or have a more
to California, political prospects for
t
to pay anything for their
serious ailment. To cure the consti- re ady familiar with its merits,
IHUi, who will gel the postollioe and having
now
have
the
road
Let's
ion.
!
is
pleasant-tast-mild,
Syrup Pepsin
so forth and so forth, politically. If
pation and forestall still graver troll.Mothers give it you are looking for your local politi- and let those who come after us finish
ble take a dose of Dr. Caldwell's trig and
is the way
Syrup Pepsin at night before retiring to tiny infants, and yet it is effective cal choice you will find him at the paying for them. That
did
and Kansas
Kansas
in
things
is
people
who
It
for
with-j
and by morning relief will come,
grownups.
everyone
Wigwam, or ask Harry Swartz how
out disturbance from sleep or any stiff urs from any form of stomach, long he has been gone. Hon well larmers are said to be the most prosperous larmers in the I'nited States.
liver or bowel trouble, constipation, News.
inconvenience.
et's have good roads now while we
etc.
action
Its
Legions of people use it regularly dyspepsia, biliousness,
live they will not do us any good
in such emergencies, some of them will so delight you that you will for
RELIC OF OTHER DAYS.
when wo are gone.- Cuervo Clipper.
formerly chronic invalids who have ever avoid harsh cathartics, purga-- ;
A really, truly spinning wheel has
DIDN'T CARE FOR IT.
suffered from constipation all their tives, pills and salts.
been at the Convent school this week,
Chaveria. age in, one of the
Kugenio
lives. Mrs. J. Y. Anderson,
If no member of your family lias and took an
interesting part in the three incendiaries who were sent to
Kan., and .Mr. R. Silver, ever used Syrup Pepsin and you would
p'ogram held yesterday afternoon at
Zenith, Wash., and many others will like to make a personal trial of it be-- j the Thanksgiving exercises of the the Reform School at Springer for setting tire to the Leras Candy comtell you that they have, tried most fere buying it in the regular way of a
public school at the convent, ni.ich to pany's store last winter, escaped from
things recommended for this purpose druggist, send your address a postal the delight of the children.
that institution on November It;. Last
but have found
Syrup Pepsin the will do to Dr. W. II. Caldwell, 415
It is the property of .Mrs. A. M. Cox
Tuesday he turned up at his home
only one always reliable. A bottle Washington St., Monticello, 111., and' the lumberman's
wife who so and as
promptly fell into the clutches
can be obtained at any drug store a tree sample bottle will be mailed
loaned it for this exhibition, ol Sheriff McGrath.
He explained that
for fifty cents or one dollar, the lat- you. Results are always guaranteed kindly
The wheel was purchased for .Mrs. lie did not care much for the line of
ter size being bought by families al- - o; mone win te returnied.
t'ox by her father when she was a instruction handed out at the reform
lady and she learned to spin school and that anyway he was a
and weave way back in the Old Tar cure. lie would not set any more
BETTER HERE.
and renting. This is only too true
state. When thev left North Ciimlimi candy stores afire. .1. K. Hutchinson,
who have a.; we know. Though we may not have! for
.Many of those people,
who in addition to his duties as head
patented their homes in this country the rainfall here that they havening wheel came with them and so of
the reform school' is the editor ol
for
and left
the east, where they be- farther east a man can do much bet- - gives us a
s
of the
tile Colfax County Stockman, publishlieved that farming is easy, are re- ter here on this land which stands Recorder. glimpse
ed at Springer, arrived Saturday and
turning with the conviction that they him about ten dollars per acre than
took the youthful firebug back.
can do better here on their own farms he can rni the land back east that is
ROAD BOOSTING.
Chaveria made very good time on
than they can by staying in the east much higher priced Knowles News.
II.
John
Hicks was in town last Sat his
from Springer
Silver City,

If
Benjamin
Franklin
Were

I

gun-eia-

l,

be-;gi-

de-w- e

Alive

111

he would like to know

our stove experts.

heatiFranklin perfected
ng- stove that burned coal.
Our manufacturers havt perfected the Perfection Heater,
which burns oil, the cheapest
fuel in the world. Our

I

V Perfection
Smokeless

-

past.--Tao-

trip

PLEASE JOIN THE SPUGS!"

f4mu &6ty &jul

PLEADS

MERELY-MARV--A-

i

NN.

o&jC

JV

is the result of years of scientific study and experimentation. It is today the most efficient and yet the most
economical heating device obtainable.
The Perfection Heater burns nine hours on one
A simple, automatic device prevents
gallon of oil.
It is ornamental
smoking.
Easy to clean and
(nickel trimmings, with plain steel or enameled turquLasts for years.
oise-blue
drums).
Inexpensive.
k.

At Dealers Everywhere

CONTINENTAL

OIL COMPANY

Denver, Pueblo, Albuquerque,
Cheyenne, Butte, Boise, Salt Lke City.

FOR

mik
:j V.

jood

SALK-l'hon- e

liUhop's

fi
Three
koi:
i;t: vi
rooms f. ir light housekeeping.
I., liisln

li.

sunny
hot

:.oi)iii-

Willi

mi.

L'U

$110.00 buys a bran new coinbina-mtion runabout ;
top buggy, rubber
tired, and line sin of single harness
Theo. CorricK.

s

fii;

i.i--

harm
tie.- -

s.

pil

A

Fllilietseo

i

set

S'.

F(lU RKXT

steam

set s - ' dr ring
double work har
kuvmonil Hill,
Mil

t
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Fiirnb ked rooms

cieet rie
cell! water and use
month lo permanent
this office.
In

Willi

and

hot

lighf,

hath.
tenants.

AiJ ;i
Apply
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FOR SAI.K OR LLASi;
Ojo
Hot springs
and hotel with
Cali-ent-

For particulars, apply
Ojo Caliente, Taos

rain-h-

y

F. Joseph,
county N. M.

WAXTFIi

Two
and
mom suitably furnished, with
private hath if possible, would pre.
fer hoard also, during session of
Addrcs; Uox "C". care New
Mexican.
living

legis-laluie-

TYPEWRITERS
adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchcanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarExantied!.
Santa
Typewriter
Cleaned,

considering the fact that lie came :.y
freight. He said that it was a liMle
cold at nights on the brake beams, but
that, he didn't mind it much. Si! ver
City Enterprise.

GOOD PLAY

TOMORROW

Miss Otiiua Marion and a good comADVICE.
toThe "Las Crnees Tragedy" as the pany comes to the Elks Theater
S.
C.
From
in
Girl
morrow
"The
is
night
the
state
called
Ascarate matter
by
papers, is going the rounds of the pa- A." a three act comedy drama which
pers and giving ibis locality much (i fives its source from the prolific- pen
undesirable notoriet y.
ol Eunice Fitch, a well known dramaHow much of this could have been tist who has in this play portrayed
saved t his sConiuiMiiit y if the proper the
story of a ouug American girl
steps had been taken at the proper of noble character wtio hacrilices her
A wayward
time.
boy indulged by time and money that she may right
fond
citizen 'Hie wrongs ol two Parisian lovers
parents a wayward
whom all hoped would "settle down" whom she meets or her voyage around
a wayward
husband with a terrible the world. This chance meeting is
interrogation mark put upon his ca- the beginning of many romantic and
reer through the death of his young amusing i pisodes which are full of
wife, these are the stops so far.
sustained interest and at the same
Two
This
families and a lime delightful
conclusions.
connniinity aghast at a terrible con play will he presented by a com
dition which th public can only look puny of artists with Miss Marion, a
upon helplessly, hoping the right mavi. voting actress of sterling quality.
prevail, all thai is left society to do.! According to ress comments. "The
A." is the extremely
tut the tolerance of society, of ofli-- : t i l'l From F. i
cials, of friends, of the glaring faults, happy evolution of a brand new :ien.of minor steps to crime, the failure
of all of these to correct, to remove
many of the causes and the teinpta-- '
lions to youth is found in this most
blameable result.- - Las Cruces
GOOD

heart-broke-

"hone

change,
FOR

y.

i

SALE

VELIE

Practically new
Five I'assengi r

i:nj

CAR.
model

(if.

Touring Car.

Eon-doo-

P.. II .Vincli wheel base,

H-

tiles, standard equipment,

including

Mohair Top and Hood. Rain. Vissiou
Demount-'abl- e
Windshit Id, Speedometer.
Rims, with exira linn and Tire
lions.
Guaranteed in first class condition in i very particular.
I!. F. Mc.VCLTV.
Room I"' Capitol City Hank.
Simla Fe, N. M.

TVPEWRITING.
Let tin" do your typewriting. AH
work iti'ictly confidential.
Satisl'ac- ;t.:on guaranteed,
Hi!W
or
write
('all
'assiilv. ( 'it v.
Perry
(

i

.Get Together, Throw Off that LoadJ
The "SPUGS" started quite by
of Buying "Must" Gifts and
cident. Many employed girls of New
Send Presents Where the Heart York have a savings fund. They conto tribute to it, bit by hit, during the
Prompts That's Her Message
EVERYONE.
How the "Spugs" year and when vacation comes, they
Started and What It All Means.
have a nice sum to spend on a health
(By Harry Burton.)
Staff Special.
Xew York, Dec. 'A. "We no longer
spell Christinas with an "L" for
LOVE; we spell it now with a "IV
We are commercial-- j
for DOLLARS.
i.ing the most beautiful thing in all
the world GIVING and so I ask every man and woman in the whole
United States to start working at
once to redeem our Vuletide to help
make it mean once more what once it
meant; just 'PEACE on earth and
GOOD WILL towards men.' "
to
So spoke "Merely .Mary Ann"
me.
Remember? The dear, simple
little girl who loved everybody and
everything right down 1o the little
yellow canary in the dreary London
'lodging house?

There, before .me, were .Mary Ann's
great, gray eyefc' aaid Mary Ann's
grave smile. It was .Mary Ann herself, begging as she would that we
.make Christmas the old dream it used
to be; not a fresh burden on backs
already bowed too much!
Of course, they don't call her
"Merely Mary Ann" now, nor Miss
Eleanor Robson. She is Mrs. August
Hehnont, but even this name, weighty
with social import, does not keep
"her girls" from knowing that the
heart inside is the same "Merely
Mary Ann" heart.
"Just what is a 'spug' anyway?" 1
asked Mrs. Belmont.
"Why, a spug,' she said, "is a Person who believes in putting SOUL
into a Christmas present aui uuu-.uJt is a person wno believes
LARS.
in giving ONLY where the HEART
directs not where fear, diplomacy
or the
directs, who
will refuse to be impoverished just
for the sake of keeping up our false
Christmas habit.
"S. P. U. G. the Society for the
Prevention of Useless Gifts."
n

.

. Chas. R. Easley,
Chas. F. Easley,
EASLEY & EASLEY.
aw.
Attorneys-at-- '
Practice in the Courts and Lefor
Land Department.
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office, E6tan-ciN. M.
a,

HAVE YOU ANYTHING

TO

Tell your story to
2,000,000
Twelve Dollars.
We will place your

ADVh.i-TISE-

?

Readers 'or
advertii

atent In 25 leading newspapers' Sunday issue, for $12 per insertion. Descriptive circular FREE.
THE PROBERT ADVERTISING
AGENCY,
Taos, New Mexico.
DR.

j

W. HUME

BROWN,

Dentist.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.

1

Rooms 1, 2 and 3.
Phone Red 6.
Office Ilourt S a, m. to
And by Appointment.

5 p.

....
m.

I

j

25

Golden Medical

HAWK KNOCKS MAN DOWN.
HER HAT WENT UP IN SMOKE.
Dec. 3. To be
I'a.,
Allentown,
3.
in
Dec.
The crowd
Kansas City,
a
like a fightout
hawk,
stretched
by
the downstairs waiting room at the
Union drpot was pushing towards the er who lias received a knockdown
was the unusual experience of
gate entrances to the train platform, blow,
The crowd In-- i Nicholas Hotter ol' Saylorville. He
A woman screamed.
Wvas picking wintergreen berries for
voluntarily shoved towards the 'cigar
distillery whei) he received a
;his oil
and
cried
"fire"
Someone
counter.
blow- - that laid him fiat.
the crowd suited backward. Women
'covered (heir laces with their hands
The blow was accompanied liy a
and joined in the scream.' Three men mighty swoop ami he knew it came
'sprang towards the woman with the from above. As he looked up lie saw
loudest screams. The whole top of a monster hawk, with a spread of
'her hat was abla.e. The wide brim-- , wings of fully live feet, sailing away
med Parisian creation was quickly with his hat. After flying about Hi)
removed. It fell to the floor and the yards the bird dropped the hat am!
flames died ont. An expensive plume later alighted on a dead tree nearby.
burned was the only damage done.1 Rotter believes that the hawk misThe woman, a stately brunette, laugh-- ! took his haf, which is brown, for a
ed. And the crowd, relieved that she pheasant as he was working through
was not burned, joined her laughter, the brush picking the berries. JagThe plume caught fire from a cigar ged rips made by the bird's talons
confirm his story.
lighter at the ch?ar stand.
'

When yon feel discouraged end all tlie
world seems to be

against

you

that's

your system's wav

VHONG tr.d needs HELP.
It may be that your liver is tired and rcfusos to vrorlc, or your
digestive organs have had tix much to do and need care. Perhaps
you have been eating tit" wrong kind of food, and your blood is too
What you need la a tonic.
rich or impoverished.

iscovery

will give the required aid. Tones the entire system. The weak stomach U
made strong. The liver vibrates with new life. The blood is cleansed of ml
impurities and carries renewed health to every vein and nerve and n.usclo and
onran of the body. No more attacks of
the "blues." Life becomes worth while
again, and hope takes place of despair.

Golden Medical Discover;.
Sold by dealers in medicines.

Attorney-at-Law-

Santa Fe, Xew Mexico.
Formerly Special Agent, G. L, O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty

-

cf telegraphing yon that something is

Insist on getting Dr. Pierce's

EDWARD P. DAVIES,
City Attorney.
::tal City Rank Building,

HARRY D. MCULTON,

ten-acr-

i

W.

AT-L-

Rooms
Santa Fe, New Mexico.

The greatest drawback to an irrigation community is the land specu.Most good projects are handilator.
capped by vast areas of idle and unoccupied land held for speculation.
There are thousands of well dressed
and well fed irrigationists busy telling the other fellow how lo do it, but
themselves touching hand to neither
shovel nor plow. The speculative
craze catches litem ail. The man
with the quarter-sectioplots it in
tracts, quits fanning it himself, opens an ollice in town and becomes the promoter of an orchard
tract scheme. And so this mad and
contagious fever of get rich quick
pervades the atmosphere and contaminates the whole industrial comThose who believe ill tile
munity.
country and apply their time and talents to its development are getting
results. Their lands are not for sale
and they are building up beautiful
homes, where they will he content to
live and rear their children.- - Carls-

y

"Blue" Feeling
Dr. Pierce's

ATTORNEYS

DRAWBACK.

jaunt.
The committee who brought the
vacation savings fund into being met
with the girls early this season and
asked them to begin contributing
earlier than usual, that, their vacations
might be taken farther away at places
whioh would benefit them more than
near-bfarms.
Rut the girls didn't
'bscribe.
"Why?" asked the committee.
sational comedy drama. It is one ol
THE SAME "MERELY MARY ANN" WHO WON ALL HEARTS NOT
"Christmas
Presents!"
chorused
the most amusing and
absorbingly
AIRS. AUGUST BELMONT.
BUT
ROBSON
ELEANOR
NOW,
the girls.
interesting plays that we have had
ii. years.
It brings us such original,
MAY
"And you would be surprised to HERE'S HOW YOU
JOIN( the giving for love's sake only?
Then form a spug squad. Write for
hear what we found out," declared
THE SPUGS.
though true to life sit nations in the
aristocratic life in Oriental countries.
Airs. Belmont.
"These girls are not
Do you want to help abolish giving literature and club pins, addressing
New
The story simply
teems with plots
hampered because they give little Christmas presents for favor and for "The Spugs," lOa V. 4oth-s- t
and counter plots, each one of which
York.
gifts of love the small, thought show-- ! show ?
is so interesting that the speed
of
on
Who will be the first to start a
Do you want to help
lag gifts to their near and dear, BUT
the entertainment is both incessant
because they are practically forced earth the REAL YULETIDE spirit
"Spug Squad" in this city.'
and joyous. Woods and Chalker who
to make expensive presents to the
are the sponsors for the attraction
of
the establishments
'overlords'
have engaged an exceptionally clever
ma said we cannot have any Christ-- i
where they work floor walkers, de- wreath and bear the word 'Spugs.'
I
went bad Argus.
cast headed by Miss Oiiina Marion.
am 1". Something
partment managers and the Tike, and
"True love is such a sweet ann mas.
;The play is most artistically mounted.
have to give gifts 'of even value' to sacred tiling as to be really Christ- wrong in my back and 1 can't walk,
COUGHING AT NIGHT
it red.
I'd
like
new
a
I'd
dress.
like
their business associates.
Speaking of hotels, says A. .1. Woods
we
when
mas present enough; but
One bad cough can keep the whole of "The Girl From
U, S. A." company,
"Now there seemed to be but one love we long to give and not for the Jly brother needs a pair of shoes, but family awake
at night. Phil, Disor-- I "YVe hit a dandy last season while
like a horse to play with. He
way to attack such a universal co- world would stop that kind of giving. would
kind neau. Schaffer, Mich., says: "I could playing some
down south,
sheer numbers.
But it 's the LITTLE gifts that count has cataracts on his eyes so the
not sleep on account of a bad cough, The hotel was
nditionby
it was so
a
Send
matter.
don't
baby
of
horse
packed,
"' 'Band
Sothat show the love not the big
together,' I said, Into a
and I was very weak. I used Foley's crowded they had to double all the
doll and please don't tell my mother
ciety for the Prevention of Useless ones. Personally 1 prefer to give my I wrote
Honey and Tar Compound, and soon boys tip in two rooms,
th;:-:and before
Hoping you are well.' the
REAL presents at other moments.
Gifts and put an end to it."
cough left and i slept soundly all night the proprietor had to fix bunks
On ChristTRUE.
ALL
WAS
"IT
some
rose
to the idea. Then To help celebrate
"The girls
happy event;
in the church next door that was con
of food night." For sale by all druggists.
and there they founded the society: a few flowers in days of sickness, or inas eve sent a great basket
Willi the hotel.
nected
Has!
.Along about
Who
Girl
'The
from
and
gifts '
and christened it the 'Spugs.'
when, perhaps, a friend is cast down;
SUNDAY CAR ROW
live o'clock
l
the next morning the
A friend who took it
Don't1 Everything.
"Now we are just beginning to real-- j and needs encouragement.
ON IN LONDON, ONT. 'church bell began to
ring furiouslv
had to be at the theater, of course-t- old
ize HOW BIG a thing HOW USE- - you remember that A
London, Out., Dec. f!. London has and finally the clerk chased one of
it
of
me
the
brought
great
joy
FUL a thing it can be made. We land called such gifts 'unbirthday
'
over the 50,0110
and .Ian-- j the negro bellhops over to see what
and it gave me my very happiest gone 1, VMS, will see amark,
see that it ought to be national and 'gifts?'
vote taken on the matter was. On returning, the
nary
reach out all over the land, to break
the question of Sunday cars in the negro said: "Gemmen in pew 17 wants
"The lianniest Christmas I remem-- j Christmas
tins pernicious cominerciaJizing ot her was when I was playing in 'The1 "Try the plan yourselves this year city.
a cock-tail- ,
salt."
love
for
Give
only
EVERYONE!
the IJEAL Christmas spirit, we don't nirl Who Has Evervthlng.' About a
Will"
ll
of
you--awant to limit, it either, to girls who Week before Christmas, I received and bo a 'Spug'.
earn their own living; we want EV- this letter:
you ?"
ERYONE to join it.
" 'Dear Lady who has Everything:
And "Merely Mary Ann" let her FOB
DANDRUFF, FALLING HAIR OR
"We will send a charter and a book
I read about you
in the paper. eyes plead for her just, as she did in
s
of
to all who want to start Please don't be angry if I ask you to the dreary London lodging house. For,
spug squads also a consignment, atisell(j ,ls something for Christmas I as then, she was pleading that Love
ITCHY SCALP
CENT DANDRUFF
cost, of club pins. These pins are wouldn't trouble you but my papa has may overcome Greed and her soul
of celluloid decorated with a holly been sj0if K,lc.Ii a long time and lnam- - was showing through.
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Save

jour Hair! "Danderine" Destroys Dandruff and

Stops Falling hair at once Grows Hair, We Prove It.
for heavy hair, that
with
beauty and is radiant'
glistens
wilh life; has an incomparable softness and is fluffy and lustrous you
must use Danderine, because nothing
else accomplishes so much for the
hair.
.lust one application of Knowlton's
Danderine will double the beauty of
your hair, besides it immediately dissolves every particle of dandruff; you
cannot have nice, heavy, healthy hair
if you have dandruff. This destructive
scurf robs the hair of its lustre, its
strength and its very life, and if not
overcome It produces a feverlshness
and itching of the scalp; the hair
If you care

roots famish,' loosen and die; then the
hair falls out, fast.
If your hair has been neglected and
is thin, faded, dry, scraggy
or too
oily, don't hesitate, but get a LT cent
bottle of Knowlton's Danderine at any
drug store or toilet counter; apply a
little as directed and ten minutes after you will say this was the best investment you ever made.
We sincerely believe, regardless of
everything else advertised that if you
desire soft, lustrous, beautiful hair
and lots of it no dandruff no itching scalp and no more falling hair
you must use Knowlton's Danderine.
If eventually why not now? A 25
cent bottle will truly amaze you.

DR.

J.

M. DIAZ,

DON GAS PAR
AVE
Phone, 220 Red
OFFICE 202 WATER ST.
Phone, 9 J.

RESIDENCE,

OFFICE HOURS.

I

to 3 P. M.

L. F. MURRAY, M. D

.
and SURGEON,
Catron Block, Palace Ave., next
door to Wells Fargo Ex.
PHONE 2M.
PHYSICIAN

Residence Palace Hotel.
Phone Main 63.

Dr. William Sadler, author of "The
Cause and Cure of Colds." says that
common colds should he taken seriously, especially when they "hang
on."
Toley's Honey and Tar Compound is a reliable household medicine for coughs and colds, equally
for children and for grown
persons. Take it when you feel a
cold
It will avert danger
tiling on.
di serious results and cure quickly.
Xo harmful drugs.
For sale by all
ii; imtiisis.
(

Are You a Seller: Ar. advertisement in the classified columns of the
New Mexican will put your real estate on the market effectively. It will
put the facts of your property before
the eyes of all possible buyers.

-
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F. ANDREWS

Phone I.

makes delicious pastry

THERE IS

It's the last word in

pastry-makin-

!

Groceries, Meats, Vegetables,
Bakery Goods of AH Kinds.
NEW FIGS, NUTS, DATES, ETC., ETC.

F. ANDREWS

Phone 4.

Phone 4.

THE CLARENDON GARDEN
old Sun Mimie
Cue Clock

s

Kiim

(.'liuruli.

r

'

Flower Stand witli the Modern Grocery Company.
R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Phone 12.

i

$

air-tig-
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ht

;
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Cottolene is never
alsold in bulk
ways in
tin pails, which protect it from dirt,
dust and odors. It
.is always uniform
and dependable.
COMPANY

N. K. FAIRBANK

DOUBLES

it.

j

third less than
butter also.

Boquets, Designs, Decorations.

.

one-hal-

j

d

tCut Flowers and Plants!
?!

Ihe. board of water commissioners thin1
The lioanl of wilier i
The
tlic
morning.
lit
capilol.
li'diiif; today
Assistant Superintendent of Public
board in comixwd, of .1. M. Caaans, of
Santa Hosa: Scott Kttcr of Carlsbad; Instruction Filadelfo llaca has return-.us Vegas, where he spent!
It ml ifd from
Charles Springer, of Cimarron,
whoi
rl;.
riiurU's lluihbuni
jsoni? time with his brother,
died. V bile he was in Las
'finally
APPLICATIONS.
WA7ES
Vegas be also attended Ihe quiet wedThe Mate engineer lias received
dug of bis daughter, Miss Amalia,
the following applications fer wate" Baca, to James Martinez, son of Mala-- :
nglils;:
qulas Martinez, formerly territorial;
No. TOIt, from Mary K. Washington,' oil
Inspector. The wedding took
second feet, to
of Lake Arthur. 11
Saturday.
place
irrigate ilitlu acres in Chaves comity.
ORATORICAL CONTEST, v.j
THAT
LI.
of,
.lames,
No, .710, from Thomas
The annual report of the executive'
lies Moines, to second feet to irri-- i
committee of the Interscliolastic Ora-- j
gate :;,000 acreH in 1'nion county.
torical association of New Mexico,;
5.
MEETS DECEMBER
11)12, has come from the press and it
The officials in the olTlce of the .may he of Interest to fond parentB
stale superintendent of public Instruct-- ; and their studious and ambitious
tion are hard at work today prepariSpns and daughters who were in the
ing for the meeting of the state hoard1 contest. The final rank in the high
of education on Thursday. December: .school section, was as follows: Ra.".
The usual work of certiiication will ton, "Measure of True Progress,"
be transacted at ;hU meeting, though
(irst: Tiicumcari, "Itelation of Comiv is well known that the number of
merce
and Arts," second; Roswell,
applicants for jiojiit ions as teachers is, "Struggle for i' istenee," third; San-- j
There
time.
this
at
startlingly small
Fe. "Growth (. :he English Lan-- i
has been a dearth of teachers in the (ta
"The Ed-- ;
fourth; Uir
guage,"
state. Perhaps the remedy will be
of the World
ucation
JP)aee,"
for,
discussed at the forthcoming meeting.
fifth: De ming, The Prize YVe'Se'ek,"'
STOLE HORSE AND BUGGY.
sixth.
V..
must have' been the proverbial
The grading by George
Momyer
"bold, bad man." who spied a horse
was
"received too late to be used."
to
state
the
penand buggy belonging
the suggestions of changes
itentiary and who drove away in true in Among
the constitution is this "Section o,
French style. The horse was hitched
to a post on Pan Francisco street. Article V, Any judge shall, within ten
of days after notice to all schools of
The following is the description
dun
roan; weight, his appointment, be removed upon
tin; animal: Color,
Such pro700 pounds: age, 11 years: height, i:! protest of any contestant.
No
hands; marks, stripe on face, one test must be made in writing.
white hind fool, brand on left hip contestant shall be allowed more than
The two protests in any one contest."
and small brand on left jaw.
,
The report is signed by Frank
buggy was a large black vehicle with
out top although originally it had a
president and May Ross, secrecover: one spoke of the left hind tary and treasurer.
wheel was missing.
It is not known whether the thief TOMBS WARDEN, CHARGED
put harness soap on the leather cov-- '
WITH FAVORITISM.
are A seat to malie an easier
New York, X. Y., Dec. ;!. Warden
Put the theft occurred on Monday
Fallon, Deputy Warden Hanley and
yes. Monday evening, or last night. all
keepers, turnkeys and "trusties"
' Monday seems an unfortunate
day in in the
Tombs prison, were served
penitentiary annals. It was on Mon- with
subpoenas today to appear beday the two cooks broke out using
I.enox soap to hide the filing of the fore the grand" jury and tell what
they know about the reported favoritbars, and it was wash day too.
ism shown Charles II. Hyde, former
AFTER RUIZ.
chamberlain, who last week was
A
city
states
here
received
dispatch
that the officials are hot on the trail convicted of bribery.
of flilario Ruiz, wanted for murder
at San Rafael. Ruiz was seen near
Seboyeta Sunday and is believed to
be headed totSocorro
Mflgdnlpfia,
The murder is said to have
ounty.
been the result of a quarrel with Tran'
sito Cabaldon at a dance.
of
My
OFFICIAL NOTES.
Be
The work of canvassing the vote of
November 5 is over. All that is lacking now is the signatures of the officials.
Chief Justice Roberts could not Ostrich Plumes in delicate shades
sign the certincate today as he is
at cost. Black Plumes at a
laid up .with a severe cold.
Miss Olsen, the efficient secretary
large discount.
of Governor McDonald and secretary
to so many former governors, was not
at the executive office today. She is
reported ill.
Slate Engineer French is back from
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
He met members of
Albuquerque.
I

It makes cakes io
mor-light and airy that every
sel tastes like "more."
Digestible too, because Cottolene food is never greasy.
Cottolene is better than
lard, because it's a vegetable
not an animal product. It
less.
is richer use one-thirCottolene is cheaper than
butter costs no more than
lard, and will give better re- sults than either. Use one-

1912.

in t'.ie run from divide to Colorado
Springs n distance of 20 miles. The
horses got on the track Just this side
of the divide, and instead of leaping
A PUBLIC ROAD 'off when the train approached start-- ;
ed down the track through Ute pass.
'
Colorado Springs, Colo., Dec, I!.
The frightened animals kept on the
Acting under the advice, she says of, tracks through I'te Pass, over numAlmighty God, ICnima M. 11. Motband-er- erous high trestles and through the
ol nine tunnels until the train reached.
Swedish-Americahealer,
was
The engineer
Colorado Springs, lias closed the Lin- Colorado City.
f
forced to rim slowly for fear of a
coln highway, three and
miles east of Ramah, by stretching collision which might have been
wires across it and has notified the seriotiB on the steep grades.
county commissioners that she will
shoot the first man who tried to open BIG TELEPHONE COMPANY

(milllii-lolKM'-

g.

3,

HER GOD TOLD
HER TO CLOSE

In

EAT

TO

DECEMBER

TUESDAY,

NEW MKXICAR

Cottolene OFFICIAL NEW

Phone 4.

Grocery, Bakery k Market
EVERYTHING

Yi

Several years ago when the road
was surveyed the county commission
tts appointed appraisers who lixeil
the value of the land. With the exception of Mrs. Mothander, all the
property owners accepted the money
offered for the right of way. She
that her land was worth more,
than was ottered.
Mrs. Mothander has offered to give
a right of way along the south end ot
her land but this would necessitate
the road crossing the Rock Island
railroad twice. The commissioners
are determined to have the right of
way and have instructed the county
attorney to take the necessary legal
action to reopen the road.

T

FRIGHTENED HORSES
DELAYED A TRAIN.'
Springs, Colo., Dec. o.
Four horses at an early hour
his,
morning held back the
tal Midland railroad train due in this
oitv about r o'clock, an hour or more
Colorado

I

trans-continen-

ITS CAPITAL.

Albany. X. Y.. Dec. 3. Notice was
filed with the secretary of state to-- i
day by the Southwestern Telegraph,
and Telephone company that it has
inreased its capital stock from
its
lion to $ in, noo, lino, extended
corporate existence so it would be per-- I
petual and increased its directors from,
seven to fifteen. The territory covered
by the company is from Snfijatogn and
Albany to Austin and Calv&ton, Tsx- $20,-PO-

Xew

want

Mexican

ads.

aJw".i7

bring returns.

What yqa are or
what you have been y.Jf
cats no figure, money
is the pass word that
admits yoa to the
city 400.
"The City"

h! B. Kotli

;

HEADQUARTERS FOR
HIGH-GRAD-

IS

Cincinnati. ()..

E

WATCHES

'fpfp

e

CLOCKS

CURIOSITY

Time Pieces That Are
Reliable!

HAV E

j

get-awa-

'

MAY COST

THIS BOY HIS EYES.
Colo., Dec.
Curiosity to
discover what made a golf ball bounce
may cost William Piatt, aged !' years,
the loss of his eye sight. The boy
found a golf ball and while cutting it
open wilh an axe, the acid center of
ball exploded, the acid hitting the
boy in the eye. Doctors are hopeful

VOIR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.

Pueblo,

K7

AT LOW PRICES

FRESH EGGS

n

V.

Himry

.Uhn II. Patterson and twenty-ninoilier otik'ors and former officers of
the National Cash Uesister company,
who arc charged with violating the
Klierma nanli-tnis- t
act, was resumed
in the 1'nited States district court
here today.

AND
r

TliP

Doe.

Car-roon-

.lames, a
was
Del roil automobile salesman,
aain (alien up when the trial of
of

1

TRUST
STILL ON TRIAL.

CASH REGISTER

,

FROM THIS DATE ON
Line Made Hats
Sold at a Big
Will

of partially restoring the hoy's sight.

If YouU.se Our

POULTRY FOOD.

Discount

Every Woman

hich is composed of Corn, Oats, Bran, Alfalfa Leaves and
Flowers all ground together. Steam it and feed it as a warm
mash. The price is reduced to $2.00 per 100 lbs.
PRATT'S REGULATOR, . . .
25c per pkg.
GRANULATED BLOOD,
.
.
sl2c per lb.
w

ran

is interest?nbout

-,

and should know

the wonderful

MARVEL Whirling Spray
Ltie new vac'nal
fayringo.
o.'Ct

.
xtiozt convenient.
Mioses instantly.

fe.tt'ZTn

vuur dnifisjisr for i
If he cannot sappl thiN,
MANVtl., accept no or
but send stamp for illustrated
book
It givs full parti
se:ilfti.
lars tni directions i .valuhls to ladles.

MISS A. MUGLER

Afik

.

QORMLEV'S GENERAL STORE;

Star

t

'Ji
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If Your THANKSGIVING TURKEY is Roasted in a

Monarch Malleable Range
cooked
you may depend upon t That, with ordinary care, itwili be perfectly
see
a
tms
ana
Call
no
are
"ifs"
about
There
aepenaaoie
Do your
MONARCH.
range. Allow us to show to
part
that the
will
and the MONARCH
your satisfaction
save
will
evyou
MONARCH
to
your
surely respond
time, money and labor and
ery wish. It's acticn is quick
it's results splendid it's give splendidly satisfactory
for
many
many,
service
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SAiNTAFE HARDWARE

SUPPLY CO.
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YING DAYS

CHRISTMAS

UNTIL

EXASPERATING DOUBT of "What to Give " dissolves upon entering this store full of desirable gifts.
will find here the gifts you will recognize as just the thing, and at just the right price. The standard of
quality maintained here is known to all, and gifts purchased here are certain to please; Permit us to suggest early
shopping. It insures you a larger stock, a better selection, and a service that cannot be equaled later on.

THE

Girls Like Sweaters.

Elegant Hosiery

That proves delightful gifts. An Silk

.

There is scarcely any Garment more
often worn, and if you give her a pret- ty one select it here. It will prove a

pleasant reminder of you.

5c tO $2.00
coats & Wool
Dresses
-

kinds f footwear to keep
your feet warm and dry.

r ni)
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TO

FOOI WAK

--

Mafny

stocking caps

Good comfy
Stocking Caps to keep
,
chiidrens ears trom Jack rrost.

-

Suits an(j Overcoats
r the bovs-

Christmas Gift.

Make an Ideal

....

Kid

tor the oirls.

FURS

65 to 1.25
1.25 to 3.00

exceptionally, fine line of all desirable
kinds Cotton Silk, Wool, all priced
veiT reasonably.
J

$1.50 to $3.50
I

KVES ARE

P25 SetS

coats

-

"""

HAND BA6S

--

Mackinaw

Are always welcome as presents.

II

these new coats. Ask us to show them

you'orlTMverlatest

tmng in
and Misses

Host of Christmas Shoppers, ready with the most brilliant gathering; of Christmas Merchandise
DC DC A IW In Every Detail for the READY
WHY DON'T YOU COME AND GET YOUR SHARE?
WITH A WARMTH OF WELCOME AND A GENEROUS SUPPLY OF THE JOYOUS CHRISTMAS SPIRIT.
WC AIC IVliin ever brought to this city.
You are surely welcome whether you come to buy or just to look.
A

a
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THE CHRISTMAS GIFT STORE
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THE CHRISTMAS GIFT STORE
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